
SCIENCE-BASED DOG TRAINING (WITH FEELING) 
 
Day 1: How to prevent the many behavior, training and temperament problems that are 
caused primarily in puppyhood yet are seldom manifested until adolescence and 
adulthood — housesoiling, destructive chewing, excessive barking, separation anxiety, 
fearfulness, dog-human and dog-dog aggression, hyperactivity, lack of attention and 
compliance. 
Day 2: How to use our voice to transcend laboratory-generated learning theory and 
revitalize the spirit and soul of dog training in this sterile quantum world of clicks and 
kibble and jerks and shocks  
Day 3: The quickest and easiest way to teach reliable, off-leash verbal control at a 
distance, with distractions and without the continued use of training aids  
 



Day 2 — SCIENCE-BASED DOG TRAINING WITH FEELING  
 
Learning theory — The study of tirelessly consistent computers training rats & 
pigeons in cages  
Severe constraints when inconsistent humans train dogs with options. 
 
History 
Thorndike’s Law of Effect 
Learning Secrets vs. Methodology/equipment 
 
Laboratory-generated learning theory — tirelessly consistent computers training 
rats and pigeons that paw and peck (few hobbies) in cages (limited options) 
What’s the Relevance? for inconsistent people training dogs with multiple interests 
and multiple options 
 
Please don’t panic, I am not being heretical. Our little book of learning theory is valid; 
several hundreds of thousands of laboratory experiments cannot be wrong. Existing 
learning theory is absolutely valid for when  
Consistent computers use non-instructive, quantum feedback  (kibble and 
shock) to train rats and pigeons in laboratories.  
 
Should we even try to emulate computer-generated learning theory when training dogs?  
First, we cannot, and second, surely we can do better 
Many laboratory schedules of reinforcement and punishment simply do not work 
that well when people apply them to train animals (and people). 
However, we are cognitively smarter than computers, (didn’t we build computers?) 
and so, we can devise practical reinforcement schedules that are even more 
efficient and effective and we can make non-aversive “punishment” work extremely 
effectively 
  
Computer Pros 
Strict parameters, rigid criteria 
Consistent monitoring  
Consistent feedback  — complicated reinforcement schedules & PUNISHMENT 
Ongoing computing 
Some Reinforcement Schedules highly effective at maintaining behavior 
Punishment highly effective at inhibiting behavior 
 
Computer Cons 
Lacking in qualitative assessment 
Some Reinforcement schedules cause inconsistent maintenance of behavior 
Most Reinforcement Schedules cause little improvement in behavior 
Feedback quantum and non-instructive 
Feedback primarily consists of quantum rewards (clicks and treats) and/or (but much 
too often, or), quantum punishments (shocks) 
No relationship training 
Learning Theory of caged animals w limited interests and options — practical 
application? 



 
People Cons — so many!!! 
Unrealistic or unclear Criteria & Rules, e.g., dog’s name, or Sit (tomorrow) 
Inconsistent (or lack of) observation 
Inconsistent (or lack of) feedback — 2 per minute 
Lack of ongoing computing power — cannot count fixed schedules let alone compute 
variable schedules (later) 
Hung up on Aetiology Why? Instead of What? eg. Aggression nb. Medical Model 
Hung up on Terminology Psychogenic polyphagia, Idiopathic aggression, negative 
reinforcement, positive punishment 
Hung up on Theoretical “Discussion” sometimes in l ieu of Training 
Emotional discussion of REWARDS VS. PUNISHMENT 
Has lead to Sectarian Fundamentalism, hence no binary feedback 
Belief has become more important than Fact 
 
People Pros 
Qualitative assessment – pinache and pizazz 
Instruction prior to task 
Instructive analogue binary verbal feedback 
Relationship with trainer and others (Classical Conditioning) 
 
 
 



SCHEDULES OF REINFORCEMENT 
 
CR  
Quick learning initially  
but poor maintenance of behavior and no trial-to-trial improvement of behavior 
Danger of behavior becoming food dependent with inconsistent responding, 
 
Intermittent reinforcement (fixed and especially variable)  
prepares dog to work a number of trials without reward 
 
FI  scalloping of quantity and quality of behavior  
FR  quantity up but quality down and Striking 
WORLD’s WORK FORCE on Fixed Schedules!!! 
 
VI & VR 
great at maintaining behavior but no sufficient human computing power to be practical 
Computing DEMO 
 
RR Wonderful for human trainers!!! Great at maintaining behavior but no improvement 
 
DR is the way to go! 
Great at maintaining behavior AND speed and quality continually improve. 
TEST  — How many Responses rewarded out of 10 training trials? 
CR, FI, FR, VI, VR and RR all reward as many below-average responses as above-average 
 
 
PUNISHMENT 
Criteria to protect us form our inconsistencies 
 

1. Effective — Tautological nb. Command:Punishment Ratio 
2. Immediate 
3. Instructive 
4. Punishment fit the crime 
5. Must know appropriate behavior (previous training) 
6. Warm first 
7. Only ONE RIGHT WAY therefore more efficient 
8. CONSISTENT EACH AND EVERY TIME  

 
Plus DogCon (tomorrow) 



ICONIC QUADRANT vs. BINARY FEEDBACK 
 
Basically, Feedback is Binary 
primarily, with Positive Reinforcement & Positive Punishment 
 
Regardless of whether the stimulus is added or taken away (negated),  
from the TRAINEE’S VIEWPOINT, things get BETTER or WORSE. 
 
 
Negative Punishment & Negative reinforcement are rare and special cases.  
Requiring longterm positive reinforcement or longterm positive punishment beforehand 
therefore, THREE learning points  
— Onset (positive), Duration and Offset (negation)  
 
Negative Punishment  
e.g., Time Out 
Danger of onset of long-term reinforcement reinforcing inappropriate behavior  
Danger of uninterrupted long-term positive reinforcement becoming distraction and 
causing unruly behavior (necessitating negative punishment) 
Usually negative punishment for grabbing dog’s collar 
Wasted training time in solitary confinement  
Positive punishment from dog’s point of view 
 
Negative Reinforcement  
e.g., horse whispering, ear-pinch retrieve, leash-dogs, torture 
Danger of onset of long-term positive punishment for grabbing ear 
   e.g., trainer on Oprah 
On thin ice with dog’s temperament with long-term positive punishment 
Sometimes negative reinforcement when dog screams, struggles or bites 
 
 
ID 
Binary Feedback: R+ : P+ @ 10:1 or at least a 5:1 ratio 
With occasional non-aversive R- (later) 
And very occasional and extremely short P- 
  



NON-INSTRUCTIVE QUANTUM vs. INSTRUCTIVE ANALOGUE FEEDBACK 
 
WHY did we come to rely so heavily on non-instructive quantum feedback 
(clicks, treats, jerks and shocks)? Of course, computers had to because they couldn’t 
talk to, cuddle, or stroke their trainees. But just because computers had to use kibble 
and shocks doesn’t mean we have to follow suit.  
 
Whereas computers are brilliant at objective quantification and consistent immediate 
feedback, computers lack the heart, mind and soul for complex qualitative 
assessment and instructive analogue feedback.  
 
We, though, have an eye for quality, cuteness, panache and pizzazz.  
And we have LANGUAGE. We may teach dogs the meaning of words  
to instruct them what to do and  
SPECIFICALLY REDIRECT or REPETITIVELY REINSTRUCT them when they err.  
 
Instruction gets dogs back on track QUICKLY  
Eliminating FRUSTRATION, and AVERSIVE PUNISHMENT and ABUSE 
 
Moreover, Verbal Feedback is ANALOGUE.  
Allowing us to inform a dog: 
1. Whether he gets it RIGHT OR WRONG  
AND 2. How Well he did or the Relative Danger of the failure to comply.  
By using our voice in training,  
WE MAY TRANSCEND THE TRAINING ABILITY OF ANY COMPUTER 
  
Technical training is precise and wonderful (in a laboratory)  
And it has its place when teaching technical skills and precision … but it is sterile.  
“Give them a scalpel and they would dissect a kiss.” 
  
For me, training a dog is all about establishing a relationship based on  
CLEAR COMMUNICATION  
UNDERSTANDING THE DOG’S POINT OF VIEW 
and giving REPRESENTATIVE BINARY FEEDBACK with FEELING  
— The Tango of Training — enjoying learning doing something together. 
 
Some people might want to argue forever that softly-spoken, repetitive reinstruction to 
single-cue compliance cannot be defined as punishment and that they are interrupters, 
DROs, DRIs, repeated commands, or mindless nagging.  
Not merely interrupters, DROs or DRIs because they are SPECIFIC 
Nagging? 
Repeated Commands? Learned Irrelevance? 
 
Regardless of the discussion, the process works quickly and … 
gives dogs a better quality of l ife for l ife 
 
HOW TO MAKE NON-INSTRUCTIVE QUANTUM PUNISHMENT INSTRUCTIVE 
e.g., leash correction, leash jerks, electrical stimulation and shock.



NON-AVERSIVE “PUNISHMENT” 
 
Whoooo Hoooooo! 
 
Far too many trainers have become sectarian fundamentalists, only accepting, 
believing and practicing one half of our l ittle book of learning theory — 
either quantum rewards only, or quantum punishments only.  
 
Many owners and trainers believe that all punishments are aversive and not 
wanting to frighten or hurt dogs, they opt to use only reward-based techniques  
— positive reinforcement and maybe negative punishment.  
 
Other trainers believe that punishments have to be aversive in order to be effective 
and so, only use aversive stimuli for positive punishment and for negative 
reinforcement.  
 
So many people have blithely dictated, “punishment is an aversive stimulus” that 
we have come to believe that it is true. Punishment has become synonymous with pain 
and retribution. Similarly the terms “correction” and “reprimand” have become 
tainted as aversive or unpleasant. However, nowhere in the annals of learning-theory 
does it state that punishment must be aversive, it’s just that computer-generated 
punishments were always shocking. Surely though, we are not going to adopt schedules 
of computer-generated shock as our model for education?  
 
Learning theory defines punishment as:  
A stimulus that decreases the frequency of the immediately preceding 
behavior such that it is less l ikely to occur in the future.  
 
In actual fact,  
Aversive Punishments are rare 
punishment by people need not be aversive to be effective 
Therefore, punishment by people should not be aversive 
 
 

AVERSIVE 
YES      NO 

 
 

YES  AVERSIVE   NON-AVERSIVE 
    PUNISHMENT  PUNISHMENT 
 
PUNISHING 
 
 

NO  AVERSIVE   NON-AVERSIVE 
  NON-PUNISHMENT  NON-PUNISHMENT 

    Harassment/Abuse  Nagging 



Don’t think about beating a dog, a horse, or a child. Instead, think about softly spoken 
instruction to correct mistakes when teaching a child to read, or when learning how to 
cook, play tennis, golf, ski, or dance. Think about educating children and employees. You 
don’t just zap them for not doing it your way.  
Instead you clearly  
instruct them how you would l ike it to be done and then  
instruct them as to how they did  
via calm binary, analogue verbal feedback. 
 
 
LEARNING THEORY Redux  
 
Four Aspects of Training 
1. Increasing & 2. Decreasing Frequency of Behavior 
3. Putting Reliable Absence or 4. Reliable Presence of Behavior on Cue 
 
1234 Basic Training Sequence of Lure/Reward Training 
1. Request, 2. Lure, 3. Response and 4. Reward  
*Stand Stil l w Verbal Cue and  
*Timing btw. Cue and Lure 
 
Three Stages of Lure/Reward Training  
1. Teaching ESL as Instruction -> 134 
2. Self motivated and internally reinforced via Life Rewards on DR -> 13 
3. Compliance without Coercion  

— Specific Redirection + Repetitive Reinstruction 
 
Response Reliabil ity % 
 
Binary Feedback  
Desired Response -> DR Life Rewards 
Undesired Response -> Verbal Redirection or Repetitive Reinstruction  


